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1. ASTRO-PHYSICS

“As a result of thousand million years of evolution, the universe is becoming
conscious of itself, able to understand and its possible feature”
—Julian Huxley
There may never have been another intelligent, technologically advanced alien
species in the entire history of universe. When you consider that there may be
400 billion stars in the Milky Way, up to three potentially habitable worlds in
many of these star systems and some two trillion galaxies in the entire Universe
it seems like intelligent life is inevitability. But our intuition can often lead us
astray: what we feel is no substitute for science. The magnitude of the unknowns
that abiogenesis, evolution long term habitability and other factors bring into
equation throws into doubt. It is true that there are astronomical number
possibilities for the intelligent technologically advanced life forms but the huge
uncertainties make it a real possibility that humans only space fearing aliens our
Universe has ever known. Back in 1961 Scientist Frank Drake comes up with
equation to protect how many space fearing civilizations were in the Universe
today. He relied on series of unknown qualities that he could make estimates on
series of unknown quantities that he could make estimates for, and ultimately
arrive at how many technologically advanced alien species there were at present,
in both our galaxy and observable Universe right now. With the advances of the
last 57 years, many of those quantities were once could only estimate via guess
work, are now known to an incredible degree of precision.

For starters, our understanding of the size and scale of the Universe has
increased dramatically. We now know, thanks to observations made with spacebased and ground-based observation covering the full spectrum Electro-magnetic
wave lengths, how big the Universe is and how many galaxies there are within it.
We have much better understanding of Star formation and how stars work and so
when we look out into the grand abyss of deep space, we can calculate how
many stars are out there in the Universe, both now and over the entire cosmic
history since Big Bang. The number is huge—somewhere close up 1024 that is
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 and it represents the number of chances the
Universe has had over the past 13.8 billion years to produce life like ours.

Since prehistoric times our ancestors gazed upwards the Celestial heavens and
observed the movements of the Sun, Moon and stars. Not surprisingly astronomy
is possibility the oldest since known to man and over the passing of centuries of
understanding of the Universe has developed gradually to reach the considerable
level of knowledge we possess today. What follows are same key dates in the
Timeline of Astronomy.

Let us begin our probe for logging the knowledge of the Universe that our
ancestral brothers who are also human has gained, recorded and placed before

us:
32,500
BCE

During the upper Ptolemaic period, early people would keep track of the
Moon’s phase by engraving lines into an animal bones and it has also
been suggested that they might similarly have memorized certain Star
patterns in the same way. One of famous example include a small piece of
a mammoth tusk discovered in the Ach Valley in Germany dated between
32,500–38,000 years old which is purported to depict the constellation of
Orion.

10,000

To early humans the sky was where the interpreted their divine will
through a careful study of astronomy mixed with religion. Astronomy was
also an important component of human life, it could be used as a method
to predict the cycle of the season’s for agricultural purposes, especially
important with the advent of agricultural Revolution during Mesolithic
period around 12,500.

4,800

The Gov Sec Circle in Germany consisting of Four concentric worlds
around and two wooden stakes is believed earliest Sun Observatory
enabling ancient people to accurately measure its path.

2000–3000

During this period in Mesopotamia the constellation of Leo, Taurus,
Scorpios, Gemini, Capricorn and Sagittarius were invented with these
Zodiac constellations and also making the path of the Sun Moon and
Planets records and star catalogs were kept by Sumerians, then
Babylonians, with earliest known clay tables recording the Position of the
Planets and Solar eclipse.

2500

The Pre-historic monument of Stonehenge in Wiltshire England, was
sacred place of worship and is aligned to mark the summer and winter
solstice.

2137

Chinese record earliest known Solar Eclipse.

800

Indian Astronomer Yajna Valka proposes a heliocentric concept in which
the Earth is spherical and Sun is at the Center of Spheres.

600–130

Greeks First to develop astronomy from being an observational science
related to theoretical Science about the structure of the Universe. Pioneers
during this period include Pythagoras Thales, Plato and Aristotle who
proposed a geo-centric model of Universe with the Sun Circling the Earth.

450 BCE

Greek Philosopher Anaxagoras suggest that the Stars are actually Suns
similar to our own but located at such a vast distance that we are unable to
feel their Back on Earth. This theory attracted subsequently exiled from

Athens.
280 BCE

Greek Astronomers Aristarchus of Samos suggested a heliocentric theory
of the Universe whereby it was the Earth and Planets which revolved
around a stationary Sun. However, this theory was not popular and would
nearly 1200 years later it would finally be accepted.

150 BCE

Ancient Astronomical Computer, the Antikythera Mechanism constructed
at Planets position, as well as Lunar and Solar Eclipse Antikythera.

4 BCE

The Astronomer Shi Sheen Chinese is believed to have cataloged 809
stars in 122 constellations and he also made the earlier known observation
of Sun pots.

140 CE

Ptolemy Publishes his star catalogue listing 48 constellations and endorses
the geocentric (Earth centered) view of the Universe. His views go
unquestioned for nearly 1500 years in Europe and are passed down to
Arabic Medieval European astronomers in his book Almagest (any
celebrated Text Book on astrology alchemy is called Almagest).

400 CE

The Hindu cosmological Time Cycles explained by Surya Siddhartha. He
gave average length of the Earth’s revolution around the Sun as
3652563627 says which is only 1.4 second larger than modern value of
365256363004. This remain most accurate estimate for the Sidereal year
in the world for over a thousand years.

499 CE

Indian Mathematician Sputa Siddhartha, first to recognize gravity as force
of attraction and briefly describes the second Law of Newton’s Law of
Universal gravitation. He gives methods for calculation of the motions
and Planets, their rising and setting, conjunction of solar and lunar
eclipses.

773 CE

The Sanskrit works of Aryabhatta and Brahma gupta along with the
Sanskrit of Surya Siddhartha are translated into Arabic introducing Arab
to astronomers Indian astronomy.

1031 CE

Abu Said a contemporary of Abu Raynham Burundi suggested the
possible heliocentric movement of the Earth around the Sun.

1054 CE

Chinese astronomers record the sudden appearance of bright star. Native
of American Rock carvings also show the brilliant star close to the Moon.
This star is Crab supernova exploding.

1070 CE

Abu Ubaid al-Jujani published the Tarikh al-Afiak. In his work he
indicated the so called “equant” problem of the Ptolemaic model. AlJujani even proposed a solution for the problem in Andalusia, the

anonymous work al-istidrak, ala Bartimaeus (meaning Repopulation
regarding Ptolemy) included a list of objections to the Ptolemaic
Astronomy. In this work the author summed up the inconsistencies of the
Ptolemaic models. Many astronomers took up the challenge posed in the
work, namely to develop alternate models that evaded sucherrors. 1126
CE Islamic and Indian astronomical works including Aryabhatta and
Brahmasutra-siddanta are translated into Latin in Cordoba, Spain in 1126
introducing Europeans astronomers to Islamic and Indian astronomy.
1150 CE

Indian Mathematician and astronomer Bhaskara II in his Siddhartha
Shiromani calculate the longitude and latitude of the Planets, Lunar and
solar eclipses, rising and setting, the Lunar crescent, syzygies and
conjunctions of the planets with each other and with the fixed stars and
explains the three problems of dismal rotation. He also calculated the
planetary mean motion, eclipse first visibilities of the planets, the Lunar
crescent in the seasons and the length of the earth’s revolution around to 9
decimal places.

1350 CE

Ibn at Shahir (1304–1375) in his final inquiry concurring of the
ratification of Planetary theory, eliminated the need for an equant by
introducing an extra epicycle departing the Ptolemaic system that was
only approximately geocentric, so having demonstrated trigonometrically
that Earth was not the center of the Universe. His rectification is later used
in the Copernicus Model.

1543 CE

Nicolas Copernicus Published De revolution bus erbium celestial
containing his theory that Earth travels around the Sun. However, he
complicates his theory by retaining Plato’s Perfect circular orbits of the
planets.

1572 CE

A brilliant Supernova SN-1572—thought at the time to be a comet is
observed by Tyco Brahe, A Denmark born, who proves that it is travelling
beyond Earth’ atmosphere and therefore provides the first evidence that
heavens can change. This indicates that the Universe is expanding.

1608 CE

Dutch eyeglass maker Hans Lipper Shay tries to patent a refracting
Telescope (the first historical record of one). The invention spreads
rapidly across Europe as a Scientists makes their own instruments. Their
discoveries began a revolution in astronomy.

1609 CE

Johannes Kepler Publishes his New Astronomy. In this and later works he
announced his Three Laws of Planetary motion, replacing the circular
orbits of Plato with elliptical ones. Almanacs (is an annual publication
using listing “set of events” forthcoming in the Next) based on his laws

prove to highly accurate.
1610 CE

Galileo Galilei publishes Sidereus Nuncios describing the findings of his
observation with the telescope he built. This includes spots on the Sun,
Craters on the moon and four Satellites of Jupiter. Proving that not
everything orbits Earth, he promotes the Copernicus view of Sun-centered
Universe.

1655 CE

As the power and quality of Telescope increases Christian Huggins
studies Saturn’ appearance, suggesting the Planet is surrounded by the
rings.

1663 CE

Scottish astronomer James and Gregory describes his “Gregorian
reflecting Telescope”, using Parabolic mirrors, instead of lenses to reduce
Chromatic aberration and Spherical aberration, but unable to build one.

1667 CE

Isaac Newton publishes his first copy of the Book Philosophize Naturalis
Principe Mathematica, establishing the theory of gravitational Laws of
Motion. The principia explain Kepler’ Laws of planetary motion and
allows astronomers to understand the force of acting between the sun and
their moons.

1705 CE

Edmond Hailey calculates that the comet recorded at 76 years intervals
from 1456 to 1682 are one and the same. He predicts that the comet will
return again in 1758. When it appears as expected the comet is named in
his honor.

1750 CE

French astronomer Nicholas De La Caille sails in Southern oceans and
begins work compiling a catalog of more than 10,000 stars in the
Southern sky. Although Hailey and others observed Southern Hemisphere
before. DeLa Camille’s stag catalog is comprehensive of the Southern
Sky.

1781 CE

Amateur astronomer William the planet Uranus, although he at first
mistakes it for Comet. Uranus is the first planet to be discovered beyond
the Southern Hemisphere, which was thought to be the most distant planet
in ancient times.

1784 CE

Charles Messier publishes his catalog or clusters and Nebulas. He draws
up the list to prevent these objects from being identified as comets.
However, it soon becomes standard reference for the study of star clusters
and nebulas and is still in use today.

1800 CE

William Hershel splits sunlight through prism and with a thermometer,
measures the energy given out by different colors. He notices a sudden

increase in energy beyond the red of the Spectrum discovering invisible
infrared and laying fundamentals of spectroscopy.
1801 CE

Italian astronomer Giuseppe Piazzi discovers what happen to be a new
Planet orbiting between Mars and Jupiter and names it Ceres. William
Herschel proves it is very small object circulation it to be only 320 Km in
diameter and not a planet. He proposes the name as asteroid and soon
other similar bodies are being found. We Know that Ceres is 932 Km in
diameter and is now considered it now considered to be a dwarf planet.

1814 CE

Joseph Von Fraunhofer builds the first accurate spectrometer and uses it to
study the spectrum of the Sun’s light. He discovers and maps hundreds of
fine dark lines crossing the Sola Spectrum. In 1959 these lines are linked
to chemical elements in the Sun’s atmosphere. Spectroscopy becomes a
method for studying what stars are made of.

1838 CE

German Amateur astronomer Heinrich Schwab who has been studying the
Sun for the past 17 years announces his discovery of regular cycle in
Sunspot numbers the first clue to the Suns internal structure.

1845 CE

Irish astronomer William Parson, 3rd Earl of Rosse completes the first of
world’s greatest Telescope with 180 Cm mirror. He uses to study and
draw the structure of nebulas and with a few months discovered. (a)
French Physician Jean Foucault and Amanda Fizeau take detailed
Photographs of Sun’s Surface—the birth of Scientific astrophotography.
Within five years astronomers produce detailed photographs of the moon.
Early film is not enough to image Stars.

1846 CE

New Planet Neptune is identified by German astronomer Johann Gottfried
by Urban Liverier. He calculated the position and size of the Planet from
the effects of its gravitational pull on the orbit of Uranus. An English
Mathematician, John Couch Adams also made a similar calculation a year
earlier.

1868 CE

Astronomers Henry Draper takes the first Photograph of the Sun’s
atmosphere during an eclipse. The emission line is caused by an element
giving out light and British astronomer Norman Lockyer concludes that it
is an element unknown on Earth. He calls it Helium from Greek word the
Sun is found on earth.

1872 CE

An American astronomer Henry draper takes the first Photograph of the
spectrum of a Star (Vega) showing absorption lines that reveal its
chemical makeup. Astronomers begin to see that Spectroscopy is the key
understanding how Stars evolve. William Huggins use absorption lines
1901 measure the red shifts Stars are moving.

1901 CE

A comprehensive survey of stars, the Henry Draper Catalog and Annie
Canon (Woman astronomer) proposes a sequence of classifying stars of
the absorption lines in their spectra, which is still in use today.

1895 CE

Konstantin Tsiolkovsky of Russia publishes his first article on the
possibility of space fight. His greatest discovery that Rocket unlike forms
of Propulsion will work in a vacuum. He also outlines the Principle of
Multistage Launch Vehicle.

1906 CE

Ejnar Herzing establishes the standard in measuring the Bright Stars he
shows that these is relationship between absolute magnitude for 50% of
the stars in the Milky Way Galaxy. In 1913 Henry Norris Russell
publishes a diagram that shows the relationship. Although astronomers
agree that the diagram shows the sequences in which stars evolve, they
argue about which the sequences progresses? Arthur Aldington in 1924
finally settles controversy.

1910 CE

William Mina Fleming (woman astronomer) publishes her discovery of
white dwarf star.

1912 CE

Hennetta Swan Leavitt discovers the period-luminosity relation to
Cepheid whereas the brightness of star is proportional to its luminously
oscillation period. It opened a whole new branch of possibilities of
distances on the Universe and this discovery was the base for the work
done by Edwin Hubble on extra-galactic astronomy.

1916 CE

German Physicist Karl Schwarzschild uses Albert-Einstein’s theory of
General Relativity to lay ground for black hole theory. He suggests that if
any star collapse to a certain size of radiation will escape from it.

1923 CE

Edwin Hubble discovers a Cepheid variable star in the “Andromeda
Nebula” and proves that Andromeda by 1925, he Produces a classification
System for Galaxies.

1925 CE

Cecille Payne-Gaposchkin (Female astronomer of British-American)
discovers that Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the Sun’s
atmosphere by relating the Spectra classes of stars to their actual
temperament and by applying the lionization theory developed by Indian
Physicist Megnad Saha (Indian noted Physicist the for the development of
Saha Ionization equation). This opens the path for the study pf Stellar
atmosphere and chemical abundance, contributing to understand the
chemical evolution of the Universe.
Robert Goddard launches the first Rocket powered by liquid fuel. He also

1926 CE

demonstrates that Rocket can work in a vacuum. His later Rockets break
the sound banner for the first time.

1929 CE

Ervin Hubble discovered that the Universe is expanding and that the
farther away is, the faster it is moving away. Two years late George
Lemaitre suggest that the expansion can be traced to an initial Big Bang.

1930 CE

By applying new ideas from sub-atomic Physics Subramanian
Chandrasekhar, predicts the atoms in white dwarf Star of more than 1.44
solar masses will disintegrate, causing the Star to collapse violently in
1933. Walter Baade and Fritz Zwicky describes the Neutron star that
result from collapse, causing a Supernova explosion. Cycle Tombaugh
discovers that the dwarf planet Pluto at the Lowell Observatory in
Flagstaff Arizona.

1932 CE

Karl Jansky detects the first radio waves coming from space in 1942,
Radio waves from the Sun are detected. Seven years later Radio
astronomers identify the first distant source—the Crab Nebula and the
galaxies Centaurs A and M87.

1938 CE

German Physicist Hans Bethe explains how stars operate energy. He
outlines a series of Nuclear fusion reactions that turn hydrogen into
helium and release enormous amounts of energy in Star’s core. These
reactions use the stars Hydrogen very slowly, allowing it to burn for
billions of Years.

1944 CE

A team of German Scientists led by Wemher von Brawn develops the V-2
the first rocket powered ballistic Missile. Scientists and Engineers from
Brawn’s team were captured at the end of world war II and drafted into
the American and Russian Rocket programs.

1948 CE

The largest Telescope in the world with a 5.08 M (200 inches) mirror is
completed at Palomar in California. At all-time the telescope pushes
single-mirror Telescope technology to its limits—large mirrors tend to
bend under their own weight. (A) U.S while experimenting to send
animals to orbit in Space could send Rhesus Monkey, named Albert II,
which reached a distance of 83 miles on June 14 in 1949, however, Albert
II, died upon impact at re-entry.

1957 CE

Russia launches first artificial Satellite 1 into orbit, beginning the space
age. The US launches its first satellite Explorer 1, four months later. (A)
During 1950’s and 1960’s while the US was experimenting with Monkey,
Russia experimented with Dogs in the first Animal in Space Program. The
first dogs Rocket Shuttle was launched in Space in which Dogs called

Tsygan and Dzik were abroad in the R-1-III #A. The Dogs reached in
Space on July 22 1951, but they did no orbit but landed safely to Earth
from Space flight. However, the Soviet Stunned the World on November
3 1957, with a launching Sputnik 2, board with a small satellite was a
little dog. The name of the Dog is Laika, the first animal to orbit Earth.
But it could land back to the Earth due to reentry Problem the shuttle got
blast. No information about how long it travelled in orbit since the
Sputnik 2 burnt up in the upper atmosphere in April.
1958 CE

July 29 beginning of NASA (National Aeronautical and Space
Administration) newly created the United States to catch up with Soviet
space Technologies. It absorbed all research centers and Staff of NACA
(National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics) an organization founded
in 1915.

1959 CE

Russia and U.S both launch probes to the Moon but NASA’ s all pioneer
probes failed. Russian LUNA (Luna is the term used in Roman goddess of
Moon) Program was more successful. LUNA-2 crashed on the Moon’s
surface in September and LUNA-3 returns the first pictures of Moon far
side in October.

1960 CE

Russia and US both launch probes to the Moon but NASA’ s all pioneer
probes failed. The Russian LUNA Program was more successful. LUNA2 crash lands on the Moon’s surface in September and Luna 3 returns the
first Model SETI (Search for extra-terrestrial Intelligence) named project
OZMA (named after Queen OZ in Frank Bauns Fantasy Books). (a)
During 1950’ s and 1960’s while US experimenting to send animals in
space, the Us is experimenting with Monkey, and the Soviet Union with
Dogs. First Dogs launched Tsygan and Dzik were abroad in R-1 IIIA dogs
reached space on July 22 1960.

1961 CE

Russia takes lead in the Space Race as Yuri Gagarin becomes the first
person to orbit Earth on 12th April 1961. NASA Astronaut Alan Sheppard
becomes the first American in Space, a month later but does not go into
out, since his Space craft thus technically achieving the first complete
human spaceflight By FAI (uses Karman line to define a boundary
between astronauts and astronautics) definitions. John Glenn achieves the
orbit of earth in early 1962.

1963 CE

Dutch American astronomer Marten Schmaltz measures the spectra of
quasars, the mysterious star-like radio source discovered in 1960. He
established that quasars are active galaxies, and among the most distant
objects in the Universe.

1964 CE

Russian Lunar-9 makes probe the first successful soft landing on the
moon in January, while the U.S. lands the far more complex missions
which follows up to NASA’ s Ranger series of crash-Landers, Scout-sites
manned landings.

1968 CE

NASA’ s Apollo 8 mission becomes the first human space flight mission
to travel beyond Earth’s gravitational influence and to orbit another
celestial body.

1969 CE

The US win the race for the moon, as Neil Armstrong steps on to the
Moon’s surface as July 20. Apollo is followed by five further launching
missions, three carrying a sophisticated Rover Vehicle.

1970 CE

The UHURU Satellite, also known as X-Ray Explorer satellite, SAS-A
(for small astronomy satellite) to map he sky at X rays from using rocket
launched experiments, but ULURU charts more than 300 X ray sources,
including several possible black holes.

1971 CE

Russia launches its first Space Station, Salyut I into orbit. It is followed
by a series of stations, culminating with Mir in 1986. A permanent
Platform in Orbit allows cosmonauts to carry out serious research and get
a series of new duration records for Space Flight.

1972 CE

Charles Thomas Bolton was the first astronomer to present irresistible
evidence of the existence of Black Hole.

1975 CE

The Russia Probe Venera 9 (4V-1No.660) on the surface of Venus and
sends back the first picture of its surface. The first probe to land on
another planet. Venera 7 in 1970 had no camera. Both break within an
hour in the hostile atmosphere.

1976 CE

Two NASA probes arrive at Mars. Each Viking Mission consist of an
orbiter which Photographs, the plant from above, and a launder which
touches down on the Surface, analyzes the rocks and searches
unsuccessful for life.

1977 CE

On August 20 the Voyager I space probe launched by NASA to study the
Jovian System Uranium system and Neptune system, the Kipper belt, the
hemisphere and interstellar space.

1981 CE

Columbia, the first of NASA reusable space shuttles, make its maiden
flight, ten years in development, the shuttle will make space travel routine
and eventually open the path for a new International Station.

1983 CE

The First Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) is launched. It must be
cooled to extremely low temperature with liquid helium and it operates

for only 300 days before the supply of helium is exhausted. During this
time, it completes an infrared survey of 98% of the Sky.
1986 CE

NASA’ s space flight program comes a halt when Space shuttle
Challenger (OV099) broke down shortly after launch.
A through enquiry and modifications to the rest of the fleet kept the
shuttles on the standard ground or nearly three years. The returning
Halley’s comet is met by fleet of five probes from Russia, Japan, and
Europe. The ambitious is the European Space Agencies’ Giotto Space
Craft which flies through the Comets coma and Photograph the nucleus.

1990 CE

The Magellan probe launched by NASA arrives and spends three years
mapping the radar with Planet. Magellan is the first in a new wave of
probes that include Galileo which arrives at Jupiter in 1995 and Cassini
which arrive at Saturn 2004. The Hubble Space Telescope the first large
optical Telescope in Orbit is launched using the Space shuttle, but
astronomers soon discovered that it is crippled by a problem with its
mirror. A complex repair mission in 1993 allows the Telescope to start
producing spectacular image of Distant stars of Nebulaegalaxies.image
(Wikipedia Free Images).

The Cosmic back ground Explorer satellite products detailed map of the
back-ground radiation remaining from the Big Bang. The map of shows
“Ripples” caused by slight variations in the density of the early Universe—
the seeds of galaxies and Galaxy clusters. The ten-meter Telescope on
Mauna Kea Hawaii is completed. The first revolutionary new wave of
Telescope the Keck’s main mirror is made of 36 sided segments with
computers or to control their alignment. New Optical Telescope make use
of interferometer improving the resolution by combing images from
separate Telescope.
1998 CE

Construction work on a huge new Space Station named ISS (International

Space Station) has begun. A joint venture between many countries
including former Space Rivals Russia and US.
2005 CE

Mike Brown and his team discovered a large body in the outlet solar
system. It was temporarily named as (2003) UB313 initially it appeared
larger than Pluto and was called tenth planet.

2006 CE

International Astronomical Union (IAU) adopted new definition of planet.
A new distinct class of objects as dwarf Planet along with Ceres and Eris
formerly known as UB313 Eris was named after the IAU General
Assembly in 2006.

2008 CE

2003 TC3 also called Catalina sky survey (CKS) becomes the first Earth
Impacting meteoroid spotted and tracked prior
to impact.

2012 CE

(May 2) First Visual Proof of existence of black holes is published Suvi
Gezari’s team on Johns Hopkins University using the Hawaiian Telescope
Pan-STARRIS (Panoramic survey of super Massive Black hole 2.7
million light year away that is swallowing a red giant (Wikipedia-free
images).

2013 CE

In October 2013 extra, Solar asteroid is detected around white dwarf Star
GD61. It also the first detected extra solar body which contains water in
Liquid or solid form.

2015 CE

In July with the successful encounter of Pluto by NASA’ s New Horizons
Space Craft, the United States became the first nation to explore all of 9
Planets recognized in 1981. Later in September 14 LIGO (built by USLaser Interferometer or Gravitational Observatory was the first to directly
detect gravitational Waves.

2016 CE

Explorer Proximal centaury is discovered around Proximal Century by the
European Southern Observatory making it the closest known exo-planet
(planet that orbits solar Planet outside the orbit system) to the solar system
as of 2016.

2017 CE

In August 2017 a neutron star collision that occurred in the Galaxy NGC
4993 produced the gravitational wave GW 170817 (gravitational wave)
observed by the LIGO and Virgo detectors on 17082017 which was
observed the LIGO Virgo collaboration. 1.7 seconds, it was observed as
the Gamma ray burst (GRB) by 170817 by the Fermi Gamma Ray Space
Telescope and INTEGRAL (International Gamma Ray Astrophysics
Laboratory) and its optional counterpart SSS17a was detected 11 hours
later at the Las Campanas Observatory. Further Optical observations e.g.
by the Hubble Space Telescope and the Dark Energy camera Ultra Violet
observations by the Swift Gamma Ray Burst Mission X-Observations by
the Karl G. Jansky very large array completed the detection. This was the
first instance of gravitational wave even that was observed to have
simultaneously electromagnetic signal thereby marking a significant
breakthrough for multi messenger astronomy. Non-observation of
neutrinos attributed to the Jets being strongly in off-axis.

2019 10th
April 2019

Paris, France: Astronomers on Wednesday unveiled the first real photo
of Black Hole one of the devouring monsters throughout the Universe and
obscured by the impenetrable shield of gravity.
The Image of dark core encircled by a flame Orange halo for white hot
gas and plasma looks like an number of artists rendering over last 30
years.
But this time it is the real deal Scientists have been puzzling over
invincible “dark stars” since 18th century pf radio telescopes is 50 million
light years away in a galaxy known as M87.

2. Origin of Universe

The term evolution usually refers to be biological evolution of living beings. But
the process by which Planets Stars, Galaxies and the Universe formation and its
change over time are also types of “Evolution”. In all these cases there is change
over time although the process involved are quite different.
In the late 1920 the American astronomer Edwin Hubble made a very interesting
and important discovery. Hubble made observations that “he interpreted as
showing that distant ‘stars and galaxies are receding from earth in every
direction. More over the velocities are recession increase in proportion with
distance, a discovery that has been confirmed by numerous and repeated
measurement since Hubble’s time. The implication of these findings is that the
Universe is expanding.’ ”
Deduction of this term caused the assumption that: (i) that the Universe was
more condensed at a previous time. (ii) It suggests that the currently observed
matter and energy in the Universe were initially condensed in a very small and
infinitely hot mass; (iii) A huge explosion, known as the Big Bang then sent
matter and energy expanding in all direction.
The Big Bang hypothesis led to more testable deduction. (i) One such deduction
that the temperature in deep space today should be several degrees above
absolute Zero. Observations showed this deduction to be correct. In fact, the
Cosmic Microwave Background Explorer (COBE) satellite in 1991 confirmed
that the back-ground radiation field has exactly the spectrum predicted by Big
Bang Program for the Universe.

Beginning of the Universe
As the Universe expanded, according to current scientific understanding, the
matter collected into clouds where there was sufficient mass and the right forces
gravitational attraction caused the cloud to collapse. If the mass material in the

cloud was sufficiently compressed, nuclear reactions began and star was born.
Some proportion of stars, including our Sun formed in the middle of flattered
spinning disk material. In the case of our Sun, the total gas and dust within this
collided and aggregated bodies called planetesimals (very small planet), some of
which reach diameters of several kilometers. In successive stages these
planetesimals coalesced into nine planets and their numerous satellites. The
Rocky Planet, including Earth, was near the Sun and gaseous planets were in
more distant orbits.
The age of Universe, our Galaxies, the Solar System and Earth can be estimated
using Modern Scientific Methods. The age of Universe can be derived from
observed relationship between the velocities of and the distant galaxies can be
measured very accurately, but the measurement of distance is more uncertain.
Over the past few decades, measurements of the Hubble expansion have led to
estimated ages for the Universe between 7 Billion and 20 billion with the most
recent measurements within the range of 10 billion years. A disc of dust gas
appearing as dark band in this Hubble space Telescope Photographs, bisects a
growing Nebula around a very young stars in the constellation Taurus.
The Orion Nebula is a picture of book of star formation from the massive, young
stars that are shaping the Nebula to the stars that are shaping the Nebula to the
pillars of the dense gas that may be Homes of building stars. More than 3000 star
of various sizes in this image.
In 1992, instruments abroad the Cosmic Back Ground Explore (COBE) satellite
showed that 99.97 percent of the energy of the Universe was released within the
first year the Origin. This evidence seems to confirm Big Bang theory which
holds that the Universe originated from a single violent explosion (Big bang) of
a very small amount of matter of extremely high-density temperature.
Astronomers also theorize that 99% of the matter in the Universe is invisible, or
dark matter composed of kind of matter that is difficult to detect.

In 2007 an International team of Astronomers using NASA’ s Hubble space
created a three-Dimensional map that provides the direct look at the large-scale
distribution of dark matter, (All above images are courtesy with NASA- Free
Wikipedia).

Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
With Courtesy of CERN (European organization for Nuclear Research), the
LHC accelerates protons around its 17-mile circumference to just under the
speed of light and then brings them into head on collision at four inter sections
along its ring. Protons are not fundamental particles, particles that cannot be
broken down into gluons and quarks. As two pepped-up protons pass through
each other its usually pairs of Mass less gluons that infuse indivisible fields with
their combined energy and excite other particles into existence—and that
includes Higgs bosom.
1.

The working of Higgs Boson particle: The Higgs boson does not
technically give any other particles mass. More precisely the particle is a
quantized manifestation of a field (The Higgs Field) that generates mass
through its interaction with other particles.

2.

The reason why Higgs boson called God Particle: Answer: In 2012
Scientist confirmed the detection of the long-sought Higgs boson, also
known by its nick name “The God Particle” at the large Hadron Collider
(LHC) the most powerful particle accelerated on the Planet. This particle
helps give mass to all elementary particles that have mass such as
electrons and Protons.

3.

Identification of Boson in Higgs boson: A new particle with a mass of
125 GeV was discovered in 2012 and later confirmed to be Higgs boson,
with more precise measurements. Higgs boson is an elementary particle in
the Standard Model particles in Physics produced elementary particles in
the Standard Model Particle. Physics produced by the quantum excitation
of the Higgs field, one of the fields in the particle in Physics theory.

4.

Higgs Boson explained in common man’s terms: Answered by Richard
Muller in the Theory of Big bang, it proved difficult to include particles
had zero Mass. The theory worked WOW! But it did not represent reality,
then Peter Higgs and his colleagues came up with a fascinating way to
handle it. What it if electrons quarks, and all the elementary particles were
indeed mass less? Maybe they are! But that contradicts reality we can
measure the mass of an electron. They knew that the apparent mass of the
electron changes when it moves through a crystal, like a Silicon or quartz.
So, may be the mass of electron is an illusion. Electrons behave as if they
have mass, but they don’t really. It is just they are moving though a

crystal-like substance. This crystal-like substance was eventually was
called the Higgs field. It fills all space, which is why particles behave as if
they have mass.
5.

The Information about early Universe: Theorists had already speculated
about then creation of new fields and Higgs field right into theories. In the
early Universe, the Higgs field was Zero; it was everywhere. Then there
was a phase of transition in through spontaneous symmetry breaking the
Higgs field rapidly grow and reach a constant value—the value it has now
so from that time awarded all particles would have an apparent mass. Can
this be tested? Yes! In quantum Physics, any field have particle properties.
That means that we should be able to create a Higgs particle in the
laboratory. It would have well defined properties. The critical one would
be that it would decay primarily in very heavy particles on the laboratory.
It would have well defined properties. The critical one would be that it
would decay primarily in very heavy particles, which would then also
decay. The “Discovery” of the Higgs boson verified this problem in the
Laboratory of LHC founded by CERN in Geneva.

Image with a courtesy to CERN
The image of the laboratory shown above is powerful atom smasher in the
world. The LHC is the largest machine ever built by humans. Here is what
Scientists really wanted to call World’s famous powerful particle.
Simulated Higgs to two Jets to Two Electrons.
6.

Smallest particle: Today we know that the atom doesn’t represent a
smallest Unit of matter, particles called Quarks and leptons seem to be the
fundamental building blocks. But perhaps there is still something even

small. Physics are still far from the understanding why proton has about
2000 more mass than an electron.
7.

Neutron is smallest elementary particle: Fundamental particle is a
particle that is not made of other particles of the particles that make up an
atom, only the electron is the elementary particle. Protons and neutrons are
made of quarks, which make them composite particles, particles that are
made of other particles.

8.

Information about the neutron a fermion: Fermions and bosons. A
fermion is any particle that has an odd half-integer (like ½, and so on so
forth). Spin quarks and lepton as well as most composite particles like
protons and neutrons are fermions.

9.

Fermions can be termed as an be elementary particles: A fermion can
be elementary article, such as proton. According to the spin statistics
theorem in any reasonable relativistic quantum field they [articles with
integer spin are bosons, while particles with half integer are fermions].

10.

The difference between fermions and Higgs particle: The Difference
between them is just spin. The Higgs has zero the gluon, photon, W&Z all
have one and the gravitation fermions and all have until of spin.

11.

Explanation of W&Z boson particles: In contrast to the electromagnetic
interaction, in the case of the nuclear “weak interaction” their messenger
particles interact through scattering, since they themselves carry a weak
charge. TU. Dresden, researchers who are members of ATLAS at CERN
have now doubtlessly observed the Scattering of these particles called
W&Z bosons.

12.

Discuss ATLAS stand for CERN: A coordinate 46° 14`8N 6° 3`19E
ATLAS (AToroidal LHC ApparatuS) Is one of the seven particles detector
for experiments constructed at the LHC (Large Harden Collider) a particle
accelerator at CERN (Center for European Organization for Nuclear
Research) which is located at Geneva, Switzerland for Nuclear Research,
whose operation led to the discovery of Higgs Boson, an elementary
particle 2012.

13.

Location of most powerful particle accelerator: The LHC is a One
Billion Dollar {now it raised to 13.25 billion dollars} particle accelerated
in Geneva Switzer land its operation led to the Discovery of Higgs Boson
an elementary particle in 2012.

14.

Define Gauge particle: In particle of Physics, a gauge boson is for 0
carrier of Bosonic particle that carries any of the fundamental interactions
of nature, commonly called forces. Elementary particles whose interaction
is described by gauge theory, interact with each other by exchange of
gauge boson’s usually as virtual particle.

15.

The biggest thing in the Universe: For years’ astronomers were
convinced that a structure known as the Sloan Great Wall was the biggest
know structure in the Universe. This vast cluster of galaxies and other
cosmic matter is a mind blogging 1.4 billion light years*.

16.

What makes up quark? Answer: A quark is a tiny particle which makes
up protons and neutrons. The atom is made up of protons, neutrons and
electrons which were the fundamental particles. The electron is made up
of protons, neutrons. But these neutrons and protons are made up of
quarks, which are held by gluons. There are six types known as flavors, of
quarks: ups, down, strange, charm bottom and top.

17.

The smallest thing in the Universe: Scientist will probably correct and
say that atoms are made of neutrons, protons and electrons. And the first
are made up of quarks, hence atoms are not the smallest thing in the
universe. Though Higgs boson can be called smallest thing in the Universe
so far, the smallest thing is yet to be discovered.

18.

Particles smaller than quark: Thomas Rotor and his colleagues believe
that the so-called technical quarks can be yet unseen particles, smaller than
Higgs particle. If technique exists they will form a natural extinction of the
standard model which includes three generations of quarks and leptons.

19.

The types of Quarks: There are six known as flavor, of quarks UP, down,
strange, charm bottom and top.

20.

The Quarks and gluons are made out of: Gluons are force carrier and is
a gauge boson and so is Bosonic in nature. So, one think of them as being
made out of charge or energy (either one of them). They act as medium for
strong interaction between Quarks which are elementary particles that
makeup the Protons, neutrons.

21.

Types of Quarks and anti-quarks: No one would ever say there are 12
types of quarks composed of quarks. Leptons are not composed of quarks.
Leptons and Quarks are two equally large leptons plus quarks.

22.

The make up of Gluon: Quark-Gluon Plasma is state of matter in which
elementary particles that make up the hadrons of baryonic matter are freed
of their strong attraction and gluons that composes baryonic matter.

23.

The state of Matter: Matter is anything that is made from atoms and
molecules (study 1995) The seven states of matter are (i) solids (ii) liquids
(iii) Gases (iv) Ionized plasma (v) Quark-Gluon plasma (vi) Bose Einstein
(Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) of state of matter that occurs very close
to absolute Zero) condensate and fermionic.

Seven states of matter-Solid, Liquid, Gases ionized Plasma, Quark-gluon,
Bose-Einstein and fermionic condensate (which is super fluid phase
created by Eric Cornell and Carl Weidman).
24.

Einstein’s Condensate Negative mass: It accelerate backwards … with
negative mass if you push something, it accelerates towards. Conditions
for negative mass: he and his colleague Bose created the conditions for
negative mass by cooling rubidium atoms to just hair above absolute Zero
creating what is known as Bose-Einstein condensate.

25.

The state of matter which is slime: Ketchup, slime and quick sand are all
non-Newtonian fluids, melting: changing from solid state to matter the
liquid state of matter.

26.

The Newtonian matter which is slime: In common Mechanics, a
Newtonian fluid in the viscous stresses arising from its flow at every
point, are linear proportional to the local strain rate—the rate of change of
its deformation over time…Thus Newtonian fluids are the simplest
mathematic Models of fluids that account for its viscosity. Examples of
Newtonian fluid: Water, oil, gasoline, alcohol and even glycerin.

Regarding Non-Newtonian fluid examples are: slurries, suspension gels
and colloids.
27.

The difference between anti-matter and negative matter: Anti-matter
is same as negative matter, in every way looks as same, behave the same,
except its particles have electrical charges opposite to matter. For example:
(Our electrons are negatively charged whereas position an antimatter
electron) is positively charged. The position is the anti-particle of the
electron.

28.

The building block of matter: Scientists once thought fundamental block
of matter was a particle called Atom. Now they came to know that the
atom is made of many smaller pieces know as sub-atomic particles. Every
atom contains a central core called ‘nucleus’ made of particles called
protons and neutrons.

29.

The building Blocks of Universe: Building Block of Universe is Atom.
Atom makes up the Universe and also life. Too small to be seen with the
eye or regular micro scope atoms can stick together to form molecules.

30.

The different particles or basic parts found in Atoms: The different
particles of atom are Electrons, Protons and neutrons.

31.

The Finding places of protons and Neutrons: Protons and neutrons are
found in shells around the outside of the nucleus.

32.

The basic building Block of matter are elements: To provide several
examples using chemicals in common earth’s Physical or biological
systems. The basic building blocks of the matter are elements. Abundant
elements include hydrogen, oxygen, silicon, nitrogen and carbon.

33.

The building blocks of elements: Of these there are six main elements
that are fundamental building blocks of life. They are in order of least to
most common; Sulfur, Phosphorous, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Carbon and
Hydrogen (SPONCH).

34.

The Sun matter: The Sun is the nearest Star. It is a hot ball of gas made
up of mostly of Hydrogen. The sun is so hot that most of the gas is
actually Plasma, the fourth State of matter (first: Solid, second: Liquid,
third: Gasses, and fourth is Plasma).

35.

The elements can be broken: All matter is composed of one or more
substances (elements and or/compounds. Compounds can be broken down

into simpler substances. Elements cannot be chemically. All matter is
composed of tiny particles called atoms.
36.

The building blocks of Compounds: The Building blocks are the basic
compounds for organic synthesis. Sigma-Andric offers a market-leading
range of building blocks including functionalized heterocyclic; carbonyl
compounds nitrogen and oxygen compounds, halogenated compounds,
Alkynes, asides and fluorinated compounds.

37.

The connection between two atoms: And this connection is called a
covalent Bond, also called a molecular bond is a chemical bond that
involves the sharing of electron pairs between atoms. These electrons pairs
are known shared pairs, bonding pairs and stable balance of attractive and
repulsive form between atoms, when they share electrons is known as
covalent bonding.

38.

How did atomic theory develop and change? Answer: Neil’s Bohr
further developed Rutherford’s nuclear atom model. He used experimental
evidence to support the idea of that electron occupy particular orbits or
shells around the nucleus of an atom. The development of the theory of
atomic structure is an example of: How theory may change as new
evidence is found.

39.

The four parts of an atom? Structure of a beryllium atom: Four protons,
four neutrons and four Electrons. As we learnt that Atom is are basic units
of matter and the defining structure of elements. The term atom come
from Greek work for ‘invisible’ because it once thought atoms were the
smallest things in the Universe and could be divided further.

Atom

The Big Bang
40.

The strongest Forces: The strongest force binds quarks together in cluster
to make more familiar. Sub-atomic particles such as protons and nucleus
and underlies interaction between all particles containing quarks…the
strong force originates in a property known as color.
Big Bang Theory holds that the Universe originated from a single violent
explosion (BIG BANG of a very small amount of matter of extremely high
density and temperature. Astronomers also theorize that 99% of the matter
in the Universe is invisible or dark matter composed of kind of matter that
is difficult to detect.

41.

The difference between and Dark energy: Dark Matter must exist to
account for the gravity that holds galaxies together. However, other
researchers look at dark matter and Dark energy two separate problems.
From example many string theories use super symmetric particle to
explain dark matter and make no connection to Dark energy at all.

42.

The Dark Matter in the Universe: It doesn’t interact with baryonic
matter and it is completely invisible to light and other forms to
electromagnetic radiation are confident it exists, because of the
gravitational effects it appears to have on galaxies and galaxy clusters.

43.

Dark matter is Black Hole: The abundance of primordial black holes
could be as important as one of the dark matters, to which they are
plausible candidate. Primordial black holes are also good candidate for

being the seeds of super massive black holes at the center massive
galaxies.
44.

Is antimatter a Bomb? The fictional bomb works by touching 1 gram of
matter to 1 gram of antimatter a substance made of sub-atomic properties
opposite those of normal matter particles causing them to annihilate in a
tremendous explosion.

45.

Name of the biggest Black hole: The visible Universe including Earth,
the Sun the other stars and galaxies is made of protons neutrons and
electrons to term them into atoms. Perhaps one of the most surprising
discoveries of 20th Century was that this ordinary or baryonic matter
makes up less than 5% of the Mass of the Universe. A Super massive
black hole (SMBH) is the largest type of black hole on the order of
hundreds of thousands to billions solar masses (M0) and theorized to exist
in the center of all massive galaxies. And the name of the biggest Black
Hole: Astronomers have discovered what may be the most massive Black
Hole ever known in small Galaxy about 250 Million Light years from
earth, Scientists say. The Super Massive Black hole has mass equivalent to
17 billion Suns and is located in the Galaxy 1277 in the Constellation
Pursues.

46.

Name of the closest black hole to Earth: Not all black hole system is
known are Micro quasars. All of these Micros quasars known is thought to
like about 1600 light years from Earth.

47.

The duration for the death of a Black Hole: It would take a whooping
~1067 years for a Black Hole the mass of the Sun to evaporate, and around
10100 years for the largest Black Hole in the Universe, but still not forever.

48.

The smallest Black Hole: (i) NASA Scientists have identified the
smallest, highest Black hole yet to found (ii) The New Light weighed
record-holder weighs in at about 3.8 times the mass of our Sun and is only
15 Miles (24 Kilometers) in diameter.

49.

The Size of Black Hole: NASA scientists have identified smallest highest
Black hole het to found (ii) The New Light weighed round-holder
weightiest at about 38 times the mass of our Sun and is only 15 Miles (24
Kilometers) in diameter.

50.

The Diameter of Galaxy:

About 3000 million light years of Galaxy NGC 4889 is black Hole 21 billion
times of the Sun. Researches of our NASA and the European Space Agency have
revealed that this Black Hole is possibly the largest Black Hole that scientists
have ever found.
51.

The result when two Black Holes collide: Two colliding black holes
send replies through the Space-Time fabric of the Universe that are called
gravitational waves. It is possible for two black holes to collide. Once they
come so close they cannot escape each other’s gravity they will merge to
become one Black Hole.

52.

Types of Black Holes in the Universe: There might be three types of
Black Hole: Stellar, Super Massive and Miniature Black hole—depending
on their mass. Stellar Black Holes form when a massive Black stone
collapse.

53.

Inside the Black Hole: There is a boundary, called even horizon. It is
where gravity is just strong enough to drag light back and prevent it
escaping. Because nothing can travel faster than light and thus everything
else will get falling through even horizon, is a bit like going over Niagara
Falls in canoe. Thus, a Black Hole is a place in Space where gravity pulls
so much that even light cannot get out. The gravity is strong because
matter has been squeezed into tiny space. This can happen when a Star is
dying. Because no light gets out our people cannot see black hole.

54.

Creation and the age of Universe: Soon after the Big Bang primordial
proton and Neutron formed the Quark-a gluon Plasma of the early
Universe as it cooled below two trillion degrees. A few minutes later in a
Process known as Big Bang nucleus Synthesis is formed. The age of
Universe is about 13.3 billion years. This information helps determine the
age of Universe. Age may be a number, but when it comes to the age of
Universe it is pretty important one.

55.

To know the age of the Universe one should know: In an ideal world we
want to answer to a question like “What is the age of Universe” we’d have
an incredible number of independent lines of evidence, all covering the
same answer. But in reality, these are only two good ones and one is better
than the other. The good one is to think about the fact that our Universe is
expanding and cooling today, and to recognize that it was therefore hotter
and denser in the past. If we go back to earlier and earlier times we would
find that the volume of the Universe was smaller all the matter in it was
not only closer together but that the wave length of all the individual
photons (Particle light in it were short as the universe’s expansion has
lengthened them to be as long as they are today.) Since Photon wave
length defines its energy and temperature, a shorted wave length Photon is
more energetic and higher in temperature. As we go back farther and
farther in time the temperature goes up and up until at some point, we
reach the earliest stages of the hot Big Bang. This is important. If we were
to extrapolate “Infinitely” far back we’d reach a singularity, where Physics
breaks down. With our Modern understanding of the Very early Universe,
we know that an inflationary state preceded the hot dense Big Bang and

that inflationary state was of an indetermination duration. So when we
speak of the age of the Universe we are talking about how much has
passed since the Universe could first be described by the hot Big Bang
until the present day.
56.

Formation of Gravity: Gravity is a force pulling together all matter
(which is anything you physically touch). The more the matter the more
gravity is. So, things that have a lot of matter such as moon, planets, Sun
pull more strongly. Mass is how measure the amount of matter in
something. The more massive something is more gravitational pull it
exerts. As we walk on the surface of the earth it pulls on us and we pull
back. But since Earth is so much more massive than we are the pull from
us is not strong enough to move the earth while the pull from the earth can
make us fall flat on our face. In addition, on depending on the amount of
mass gravity also depends on how far you are from something. This is
why we are struck to the surface of the earth instead of being pulled off
into the sun which has many more times the gravity of the earth.

57.

The Big Bang Theory is a scientific theory about how the how the how
the universe started and then made the stars and Galaxies see today. The
Universe began as a very hot small and dense. This theory holds that the
Universe originated from a single violent explosion (Big bang) of a very
small amount of matter of extremely high density and temperature and this
theory was suggested by the Belgium Catholic Priest George Lemaitre in
1927.

He based his theory on the work of Einstein and De Sitter and
independently derived Fried Mann’s Equation from expanding Universe.

58.

Before Big Bang: Stephen Hawking said that “since events before the Big
Bang have no observational consequences one many as well cut them out
of the theory and say that the Time began at the Big Bang.” Events before
the big Bang are simply not defined because there is now way one could
measure what happened at them.

59.

The time according Einstein: Time is relative and Flexible and according
Einstein the dividing time between Past Present and Future is an illusion.
So, reality is ultimately timeless. This sounds pretty bizarre from the view
of classical Physics, but from the view of consciousness theory and
spiritually fits in perfectly.

60.

Albert Einstein discovered that: Although he did not get his Nobel Prize
for it, Einstein is most famous for his theory of Relativity find out about
gravity and Einstein quantum description of light for which he was
awarded the Noble Prize. And that theory is e=mc2. (a) The exact theory of
Albert Einstein, is determination that the Laws of Physics are the same for
all non-acceleration of observers and he showed that the speed of light
within vacuums is the no matter the speed at which an observer travel.

61.

The importance of the equation e=mc2: E=MC2 is an equation derived
by the twentieth century Physicist Albert Einstein in which E represents
Unit of energy, M represents Unit of Mass and C2 explains. It became so
important that E=MC2 explains nuclear fusion, how matter can be
destroyed and converted to energy can be converted to back to mass. It
explains the atomic energy released the atomic bombs. Neither would be
possible without Einstein equation.

62.

We should use E=MC2 when to convert from g to kg for example divide
1000 square the speed of light. The speed of light is approximately
300,000,000 m per second (300,000,000 m/s)2 which is equal to
90,000,000,000,000,000 meter squared per second or 9 x 10 10m2/s2.
Multiply the result by the mass of the object in kilograms.

63.

The light year and number of earth’s many Earths’ year is equal to
one light year: A unit of astronomical distance equivalent to the distance
that light travels in one year which is 94607 × 1012 Km (Nearly 6 million
× millions of miles). (A) It is the distance that light can travel in one year.
Light year moves a velocity of about 3000,000 kilometers each second.
So, in one year it can travel about 10 trillion kilometers. To be more
precise one light year is equal to 9,500, 000,000,000 kilo meters.

64.

Light year in terms of days: It is approximately 9 trillion Kilometers or
about (6 trillion miles) As defined by the International Astronomical
Union (IAU) a light year is the distance that light travels in vacuum in one
Julien year (365.2 days).

65.

How can one measure the speed of light? Answer: Broadly measured
this angle for straight and knowing the speed of the earth around the Sun
he found a value for the speed of light of 301,000 Kms. The first
measurement of that did not make use of the heavens was by Amanda
Fizeau in 1849. He used a beam of light reflected from a mirror 8 Km
Away.

66.

It take to get the Sun: It would be about 8.3 light minutes from Earth.
This means light to reach from surface of the sun to reach Earth. If you are
having Jumbo Jet it would take about 19 years to reach Sun.

67.

The distance of the Sun from earth in light minutes: Light moves at
300,000 kilometers a second and 20 seconds. This is an average number
Remember the Earth follows an elliptical orbit around the sun, ranging
from 147 Million to 152 Million Kilometers.

68.

Number galaxies that are estimated along with their Stars (Suns):
According best-known estimates of astronomers the Universe are about
100 billion or so but this number is likely to increase to about to 200
billion as telescope technology in space improve. The sun belongs to a
galaxy called 4 called the Milky Way. Astronomers estimate that there are
about 100 thousand million stars in the Milky Way alone. Outside that

there are millions upon millions of other galaxies also.
69.

The biggest Galaxy in the Universe: is The Biggest Galaxy in the
universe is Ic1101 which is located almost billion light years away. Ic1101
is the single that has ever been the observable in Universe. This galaxy
extends about 2 million light years from its core and it has mass of about
100 trillion stars.

70.

The spiral Galaxies most commonly found in the Universe. The arms
of Spiral Galaxy have lots of gas and dust and they are often areas where
new stars are constantly forming. The bulge spiral Galaxy I composed
primarily of old Stars. Very little star formation goes on in the bulge.

* As per physics formula distance equal o = to speed into time now for that
we have to know the seed of light so light travels at speed of 300,000 Km
per second. So in one year light moves at velocity about 300,000 each
second and hence it can travel about 10 trillion Km that is one light year
is equal to 9,500,000,000,000 Kms.
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